
Position Description: Computer Control Clerk 

 

 

 Basic Function of Position: 

This is a multi-faceted position to include Information Management Office (IMO) administrative and 

informational technology equipment inventory clerk in the Information Management Office who supplements and 

backs up staffing in IMO operations to include the mailroom, switchboard, radio/telephone and systems.  

Incumbent is responsible for all aspects of inventory control and tracking of IMO assets not including those on 

the classified system. She/he will organize storage and implement access control and accountability. Perform 

audits. Handle life cycle management and dispose of end-of-life equipment according to regulations and policies. 

The incumbent will use myServices to produce reports on customer service tickets and customize reports to reflect 

IMO leadership requirements. 

 

  Major Duties and Responsibilities: 

 

Inventory and life cycle management - 75%:  Performs all aspects of inventory control and utilizes department 

software tracking systems to enter data and update databases. Receives shipments from procurement and shipping 

and unpacks and inventories equipment prior to storage. Keeps track of raised Procurement requests (PRs) with 

Procurement/Shipping and warehouse sections. Secures storage and implements access and security control 

processes to enforce accountability. Performs comprehensive audits of assets quarterly and spot checks assets 

weekly. Brings missing item and non-compliance issues to the IMO. Produces reports that aid in life cycle 

management by identifying equipment at end-of-life. Disposes of end-of-life assets in accordance with Department 

regulations, guidelines and controls. Prepares reports on annual disposes and annual IRM auction earnings. 

 

Administrative - 10%: Uses myServices to produce weekly customized reports that track IMO's customer service 

tickets and brings them to the attention of the IMO. The incumbent needs to produce reports that capture work done 

by each IM section and provide granularity to the individual level. Tickets that do not meet the ICASS service 

standard need to be listed. Keep track of the workload of IRM staff and prepare recommendations. 

 

Other Duties as Assigned -  15%: Add received loanable assets to ILMS loanable property. Monitor loanable 

property status, notify the customers when due date is closer. Monitor software licenses and keep track of use. 

Monitor usage and performs replacement of toners for printers, copiers etc. Perform maintenance on computers, 

printers, copiers etc. Cleanup storage by help of IRM team and organize properly 

 


